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Unlimited Parking Solutions



Multi-modal components

Parking management overlays

Who should use 
Park+?
Parking problems extend across institutional, jurisdictional, 
and spatial boundaries — so does the applicability of Park+. 
Planners, engineers, managers, campus planners and  
administrators, private parking operators, and developers  
can all benefit from introducing the Park+ model into their 
parking systems, as it offers the tools to identify and manage 
parking demand within any community and agency. 

Park+ scenario Planning
The Park+ model allows the user to consolidate gathered data and define assumptions and characteristics through a user-friendly 
interface. The user can then create and run unlimited scenarios using the model’s predictive proximity parking algorithm and 
evaluate the results on multiple levels. Park+ provides selection settings that drill down from the study area level to a specific 
block, node, or intersection. Scenarios can be evaluated at a large-scale, multiphase development approach or at a small-scale, 
parcel-by-parcel level.

Park+ contains similar components of a traditional parking supply/demand study; however, it goes far beyond what is currently 
provided by overall modeling efforts of the parking industry, resulting in greater flexibility and dynamic applications. Additional 
tools that Park+ can apply include:

What data is the 
model based on?
Each Park+ model is uniquely customized for the community 
or campus it represents. The model uses local land use, 
parking and transportation data, and area-specific  
characteristics that act as the foundation for predicting  
parking demands specific to the community, downtown,  
or development. Once the Park+ model is calibrated, it  
allows the user to create and test an endless array of  
alternative management and development scenarios that 
reflect community plans, goals, and projections through 
manipulating site-specific variables. The results provide you 
the tools to better define parking demand specific to your 
community as it evolves and develop appropriate management 
strategies to support future parking goals and objectives.
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Unlimited Parking Solutions

Calculate parking supply/demands
throughout the day

Application is  
customized for your  
city, using existing 
land use data and 

local parking  
regulations

Apply localized multimodal 
splits and set custom walking 

distance thresholds

Test unlimited future redevelopment  
and build-out scenarios

Identify and plan projected parking 
demands for major community events 

Create maps and
reports of results

Special event analyses

Public/private parking allocation

Pricing components

Interpretive statistical analyses

Why Was  
it created?

Kimley-Horn created the Park+ model in response to recognized redundancies inherent 
in traditional parking supply/demand studies. Traditional supply/demand study results 
vary dramatically based on the latest change to master planning efforts or committed 
developments. It became apparent that conducting supply/demand studies was like 
selling a new car – the minute a study is completed, it depreciates in value.

In an effort to counter this trend, Kimley-Horn developed Park+ to manage and 
evaluate parking management decisions and the ever-evolving parking environment. 
A more advanced and expansive tool unlike any other in the industry, the Park+ model 
evolved further away from supply/demand and into the realm of scenario planning 
—  asking and answering those tough “What If?” questions that drive parking and 
transportation management decisions in our clients’ communities and campuses. 

Basing the model in a geospatial environment significantly enhances its  
efficiency, making the model dynamic, interactive, and revolutionizing the way 
the industry calculates parking demand for land uses. The model’s proximity 
parking algorithm allows for viewing and predicting parking demands in a  
more “Right-Sized” environment, working to balance parking supply with  
the demands of various users in your community. 

P
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What is 
Park+?
Park+ is an interactive parking 
scenario planning model, integrated 
with ArcGIS, that has the ability to:

 y Evaluate existing parking  
supply and demands

 y Identify and test new development 
and parking facilities

 y Set multimodal parameters

 y Apply parking management 
strategies 

The Park+ model enables users  
to analyze the impacts of parking  
demand for an endless array of 
municipal, campus, and future  
development scenarios. 

The Parking SuPPly/DemanD life CyCle

Isn’t it time you took control of  
         your parking demand?



benefits of Park+
The Park+ model can help you in the following areas: Unlimited Parking Solutions

Master Planning – The Park+ model provides the user the ability to evaluate  
and modify master planned scenarios on the fly, creating quick analysis scenarios that  
measure the parking demand impacts associated with land use, parking, multimodal, and  
management decisions. What used to be a static process now becomes a dynamic evaluation 
tool that allows community and campus planners the ability to modify and analyze scenarios 
as they are envisioned, keeping the creative planning process flowing and allowing for more 
realistic, accessible, and robust results.

Downtowns – The Park+ model provides a unique tool for high-  
density downtowns to evaluate the push-pull relationship between public 
and private parking demands, resulting in “Right-Sized” parking evaluations 
that aim to reduce the overall footprint of parking while complementing the 
dynamic nature of development in the area. By combining the evaluation 
modules in Park+ including multimodal, pricing, private parking allocation, 
and special events, downtown managers and planners can uniquely evaluate 
how an urban parking system truly impacts the vitality of a community.

evaluating Pricing – The Pricing  
Module in the Park+ application allows users to 
evaluate the impacts of parking pricing changes 
on parking behaviors within their community.  
The model utilizes price as a component of the 
driver decision tree, meaning that a user can 
evaluate how changing prices in one section  
of a community will impact demands on  
adjacent streets, facilities, or neighborhoods.

sMall coMMunities – The Park+ 
model can be implemented in lower density 
“Main Street” communities to evaluate how 
mixtures of uses affect a shared parking  
supply or even how the introduction of a 
centralized system can impact overall parking 
demands. The versatility of the Park+ model  
allows any community, large or small, to  
analyze its parking system, manage growth 
wisely, and prepare for the future. 

localizeD generation rates – The Park+ 
model allows users to develop and record unique and localized 
parking generation rates for each specific land use within the 
study area. This differs greatly from previous methodologies that 
would derive a parking generation rate for a land use category 
based on blanket national standards, rather than a particular 
land use. Park+ provides a more accurate and appropriate  
land use parking generation rate calculation specific to the 
community, development, or campus at hand.

sPecial events – Park+ includes a  
special event module capable of evaluating 
large-scale arena and stadium- style event 
demands, as well as user-created localized 
events. This tool allows you to understand 
event conditions from the big football game 
to the one-off music festival. Users can define 
locations and demand characteristics, including 
street closures, temporary parking, and events 
occurring across multiple locations.

universities – Park+ has proven to be increasingly  
valuable in the campus environment, easily replicating parking 
characteristics that are unique to university settings. Using User 
Type allocations, Park+ uniquely defines demands for students, 
faculty, visitors, and countless other users in an academic  
setting. Park+ is especially helpful in the master planning  
setting, helping universities better plan, manage, and prepare 
their parking system for future campus growth.

reDeveloPMent –  
Park+ provides an excellent tool  
for evaluating redevelopment  
scenarios. The model has the  
flexibility to adapt new development 
patterns while applying area-specific 
characteristics. The flexibility of 
Park+ allows the user to add land 
uses; modify the shape, use, and 
size of land uses; and define  
analysis for specific study areas — 
all while evaluating the impacts of 
the development within the entire 
context of the community.

infrastructure Planning – The Park+ model provides an ideal tool for  
infrastructure planning, especially when combined with development and master planning 
efforts. The prediction and reporting tools within Park+ allow the user to measure and  
evaluate when and where off-street infrastructure investments are most appropriate.  
Park+ allows the user to place and size potential parking facilities, as well as modify  
capacity, price, and location, to better fit the needs of the area surrounding the parking  
facility and the community at large.

MultiMoDal Planning – The Park+ multimodal tool allows the user to 
input the various transportation mode choices for users in a community, ultimately 
evaluating the associated impacts on parking demand related to transportation 
choice. This tool is highly beneficial when planning for parking in an area that is 
anticipated to be impacted by transportation system changes, such as the  
development of a light rail system, expansion of bus services, or improvements  
in bicycle infrastructure.



Annual User-Group  
Meetings

User-Group  
Webinars

User-Group  
Website

The Park+ User Group

User GroUP FeATUres

The Park+ user group provides users the opportunity to collaborate, learn, and 
share best management practices and results of your Park+ experience with 
other users around the country. The user group is open to anyone who has 
purchased the Park+ model license as part of their development process.  
The communication avenues offered through the user group allow you to  
better utilize your Park+ investment by growing your understanding and 
application of the model through networking and learning from your peers and 
the dedicated Kimley-Horn support group. As the Park+ user group continues 
to provide input and guidance, the application will continue to evolve, allowing 

the model’s uses and outcomes to increase in sophistication and benefit. Multiple opportunities to connect with Park+ users 
and core development team members are offered, which include:

The annual user-group meeting provides an  
opportunity for Park+ users to meet face-to-face 
and participate in a variety of activities aimed at 
generating a more in-depth and interactive  
discussion of Park+, its applications, and its 
results. The user group meetings provide valuable 
insight into how Park+ can be utilized and how  
the program can be enhanced to support  
the evolving needs of its users.  

Throughout the year, Park+ users and the  
Kimley-Horn support group get together via  
webinar to share insights and experiences,  
ask questions, introduce improvements to the  
program, and provide feedback, creating a  
dialogue between users and the project team,  
accessible all within the comfort of your office.   

The Park+ User Group website  
is an easily accessible  
opportunity for sharing and 
accessing documentation 
on Park+ including quick 
tips, training documents, 
testimonials, documentation 
of results, and discussion 
boards.  

Park+ Quarterly  
Newsletter

The Park+ Quarterly Newsletter provides 
an update on what’s going on in the 
Park+ community, highlighting recent 
achievements and development, report-
ing updates to Park+ projects, welcom-
ing new additions to the Park+ user 
group, providing user tips and tricks,  
disclosing upcoming improvements  
to the program, and acknowledging 
user spotlights and testimonials. 
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Welcome the Newest Members
As of this writing we have two new members to  
welcome into the Park+ family! Please help us in 
welcoming the City of Houston and Colorado State 
University into our unique and distinguished family! Colorado State is engaging Kimley-Horn in a large 

scale, campus wide parking and transportation master 
plan, intended to help the campus bridge the gap  
between today’s conditions and the expected growth 
of tomorrow. They are using Park+ as a means to  
validate parking improvements and vet various  
management and transportation strategies.

The City of Houston has been engaged with Kimley-
Horn for more than an year now in the development 
of a City-wide Parking management Plan. As part 
of Phase 2 of those services, KHA and the City are 
adopting various neighborhood level strategies – one 
of those is the development of the Park+ model in the 
museum District, a unique area of downtown Houston 
that includes many cultural centers, event generators, 
medical centers, and residential towers. The Park+ 
model is being used to develop localized generation 
rates, evaluate event scenarios, and plan for future 
growth in the area.
welcome to our newest members!

PARK+ 
at IPI
who else gets really excited about head-ing to IPI every year? I know on our end, it’s 

a great way to connect with each of you and the rest 
of our network. It’s also a great educational oppor-
tunity and business development location. But this 
year we are taking it to a new level. last year we did 
a soft roll out of the Park+ model…this year we plan 
to pull out all the stops. we hope you will stop by 
and celebrate the fact that you have already taken 
control of your supply and demand and “Joined the 
Revolution”!
we invite you to join us for several Park+ related 
events, including demonstrations, presentations, 
and most importantly the first face to face Park+ 
user group meeting. we will be at Booth 519, which 
is the primary Kimley-Horn location, with a little 
spaced carved out for the exciting world of Park+. 
During exhibit hours we will be conducting demon-
strations for prospective Park+ users. At the same 
time we will be presenting scheduled case studies 
about your Park+ installations, including: » MasteR YouR Plan – may 20, 10:30am 

– a discussion of how Fort Collins used the 
Park+ model to help validate parking infra-
structure expectations and plan for its future.

 » DeveloP YouR stRategY – may 20, 
5:30pm – an overview of the development 
review process and parking planning exercise 
taking place on Arizona State University’s 
campus, including multi-faceted demand  
management strategies (see inset for more info) » an event like no otheR – may 21, 12:15pm – how do you plan for an overlapping 

set of events like none experienced before? A 
little experience, modeling, and luck! Quiddich 
anyone?

 » size Doesn’t MatteR – may 22, 9:15am – 
how big does an area need to be for a Park+ 
model? would six blocks be too small? not at 
all…come find out how Western Technical  
College used Park+ to validate parking im-
provements and plan for an expanding campus.

we are very excited about these offerings at our 
booth. we’d be even more excited if you were there 
to be a part of your case study discussions! while 
all of this sounds very exciting, we are most excited 
about the opportunity to get this group together for 
a face to face meeting – the first of the Park+ user 
group. on Wednesday May 22 at 2pm – after the 
CAPP graduation – we will convene at the hyatt 
Regency Pier 66 for our first ever face to face  
meeting. we’d love to hear from you between now 
and then about what you would like to see covered 
on the agenda. 

What’s Next in Park+The next evolution in the Park+ modeling experience 
will allow our users to project demand changes based 
on population changes, rather than on land use  
specific changes. At the request of the University of 
washington, the development team has engaged in 
the creation of a “Population module” that will allow 
users to enter an expected population level (both 
existing and future), which will predict latent demand 
within modeled areas and evaluate the additional 
demands created from expected growth.
User Tip Did you know that you  probably already have the data needed to run your  

Park+ model? your revenue control equipment and  
parking management software have many of the data 
points you need to calibrate and maintain your Park+ 
model going forward. we are working with your peers 
across the country to leverage these data sources and  
develop new input mechanisms. let us help you better 
understand what you already have and help you get it 
into your Park+ model!

Data Maintenance

The Park+ team shows off their IPI gear!
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PARK+ DEPLOYMENTS

Recent Awards/Achievements

BEST IN SHOW – NEW DESKTOP APPLICATION

The Park+ team was honored at Esri’s 2012 User  

Conference in San Diego, CA as the first runner up in 

New Desktop Geographic Information Systems (GIS) 

Application. This competition evaluated hundreds of new 

desktop applications developed within the GIS platform, 

and we were honored to place among the top new  

additions to the GIS user catalog. Keep in mind, this 

announcement was made well before the completion of 

our initial model and the release of the existing Version 

1.1.5 – we are confident that our recent additions will only 

strengthen our position and benefits within the parking 

and planning industries.

HERB STOUT AWARD FOR VISIONARY USE OF GIS

The City of Asheville Park+ modeling platform is a finalist 

for the Herb Stout Award, which honors exemplary use of 
GIS by a local government. The award will be presented 

at the North Carolina GIS Conference in early 2013.

The Park+ User Group

We would like to thank our core user group for their continued support of the Park+  

scenario planning tool. We are working hard to expand benefits and services and hope 

you find this newsletter both informative and helpful as you continue your Park+  

experience. This newsletter is one of the regular features for our User Group. Stay tuned 

throughout the year as we roll out new features and opportunities to improve your Park+ 

modeling and evaluation processes. Kimley-Horn will be launching the Park+ User Group 

in the spring of 2013 with an initial webinar that will demonstrate interesting tips and  

techniques for utilizing your Park+ Model. More information and dates are coming soon. 

If you are attending the 2013 IPI Conference in Fort Lauderdale,  

let us know and we will sign you up for the first face-to-face Park+ 

User Group meeting.

What’s Next in Park+

The next major development in Park+ will be an  

enhanced reporting function that allows users to create  

custom output reports that define scenario character-

istics, adjusted parking generation rate characteristics, 

demand and supply results, maps, and input/export  

features. The development of this tool is in response 

to feedback we received from our core user group. This 

feature will be completed in Spring 2013. If you are  

interested in adding this feature to your model through 

your maintenance and support contract, please let us 

know and we can coordinate the necessary information.

User Tip 
The term Latent is defined as present or potential but not 

evident or active. In the Park+ model, Latent Demand is 

a measure of demand that is not realized in the projected 

model outputs. In short, Park+’s Latent Demand will tell 

you where people want to be but can’t find a place to 

park. The model provides general numeric outputs, as 

well as land use specific visual and numeric outputs, 

related to latent demand.

LATENT DEMAND

ARIZONA STATE UNIVERSITY  •  ASHEVILLE  •  BEVERLY HILLS  •  DURHAM  •  FORT COLLINS

LINCOLN  •  TEXAS A&M  •  UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON  •  WESTERN TECHNICAL

Park+ evaluating outPuts
Outputs from Park+ can be evaluated for the entire study area or for a smaller subset, defining localized demands at the zone, 
block, node, or intersection level. The benefit of this analysis tool is that it frees the Park+ model from zonal boundaries, allowing 
the user to define analysis areas as various development plans or master planned scenarios are evaluated. Park+ outputs can be 
evaluated for whichever scenario and study area you choose, which include the components shown in the interface below. 

The parking demand  
generated by the land 
uses and specific  
characteristics of your 
study area

The amount of parking 
spaces available in your 
study area

The general surplus or 
deficit within the study 
(or selection area)

Create simple reports that 
provide information about 
input characteristics and 
output results for each 
modeled scenario

Define selection areas 
within results to evaluate 
parking demands at the 
zone, block, or node level 

The amount of parking that would be needed 
to meet projected parking demands based 
on parking requirements from traditional 
national parking standards (or local code)

The amount of parking demand 
that is actually accommodated 
using the proximity parking 
methodology

The amount of parking demand 
that is not met within the model, 
which is either met outside of 
the area or not met at all

PROXIMITY PARKING ALGORITHM
The Park+ model is built on the principle of proximity parking, which assumes  
that parking demands are generally handled within a specific walking radius of a  
demand generator. This methodology is founded on the relationship between walking  
distance, price, attractiveness of facility, and general user decision making. The result of this  
methodology is localized parking generation rates that are predictive of actual demand conditions, 
which are representative of realistic parking generation characteristics for individual land uses 
throughout the specified study area. 
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WHO’s UsING PARK+?

Put your  
community  
on the map

arizona
Arizona State  
University, Tempe

Tempe

california
Beverly Hills

Salinas

colorado
Colorado State  
University, Fort Collins

Fort Collins

Boulder

florida
Venice

georgia
Sandy Springs

illinois
Orland Park

nebraska
Lincoln

north carolina
Asheville

Durham

oklahoma
Oklahoma City

texas
Houston

Tarleton State University,Stephensville

Texas A&M University, College Station

virginia
Reston Executive Center, Reston

washington
University of Washington, Seattle

Washington State University, Pullman

wisconsin
Western Technical College, La Crosse

Isn’t it time you took control of  
     your parking demand?

Ready for more? Visit:  
www.kimley-horn.com/ParkPlus


